
Hi, <<First Name>>!

Journey to 100 is live! Listen to the first episode and get all the information you need to follow, track,

and learn from my epic journey with coach John Fitzgerald to train for running the Bear 100 in

September 2016. Get it all HERE!

This week, I interviewed an athlete that is nothing short of amazing. William Sichel has only a couple of

records to go before he has set 165 ultra distance records, which is his goal to accomplish before his

65th birthday! There is so much to learn from his approach to life and training.

 
Connect with William:

http://www.williamsichel.co.uk

Twitter: @williamsichel

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/WilliamSichelAthlete/

 
Athlete spotlights such as the one this week are personal. For example, discussing DNF and the

mental struggles that inevitably come up in long endurance events is personal. For this reason, I

do not think it is respectful to turn their words into summary statements. You need to hear

about their personal responses in their words by listening to them. However, I will list some of

the take-home information that William gave. He gives great, practical insight. 

 
It is remarkable that he runs multi-day and multi-week events, up to the epic

Sri Chimney Self Transcendence 3,100 mile event, on a reasonable schedule of weekly training

mileage. He does a significant amount of cross-training as well. Perhaps the single most

important bit of insight for the very long races at which he has so much success, it the need to

practice getting into a mental space that is something like a meditation. The steadiness and

http://www.scienceofultra.com/journey/
http://www.williamsichel.co.uk/
https://www.facebook.com/WilliamSichelAthlete/


fortitude required to run these distances requires substantial training for the mind as well as

the body.

 
His two key recommendations: keep a training diary and track everything, learn your sense of feel and

self awareness to identify when things are beginning to go off such as oncoming strain and injury or

under-rest and under-recovery.

All the best,

Shawn

Chief Running Officer, Science Of Ultra 
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